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Abstract. This paper presents a fast method to compute the solution
of the radiative transfer equation in inhomogeneous participating media.
The efficiency of the method comes from different factors. First, we find
a good guess for both the direct and the scattered media component.
Then the initial approximation of the media term is refined iteratively.
The iterative refinement is executed on a face centered cubic grid. The
implementation uses CUDA and runs on a cluster of GPUs. We also
show how the communication bottleneck can be avoided by exchanging
iteration results less frequently.
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Introduction

Rendering participating media like smoke, cloud, skin, fog, etc. is one of the most
challenging problems of realistic illumination. Participating media allow the light
to into its interior where it can be scattered multiple times before it arrives at
the surface again. Due to the complexity of light paths, participating media
simulations may take a long time ranging from seconds to hours of computation.
Beyond computer graphics, the problem is important in many other fields, such
as in engineering simulations, nuclear technology, radiotherapy, PET/SPECT
reconstruction, etc. The change of radiance L(x, ω) at point x and in direction
ω in participating media is expressed by the radiative transfer equation:
¯
Z
dL(x + ωs, ω) ¯¯
ω · ∇L =
=
−σ
L(x,
ω)
+
σ
L(x, ω 0 )P (ω 0 , ω) dω 0 , (1)
t
s
¯
ds
s=0
Ω0

where σt is the extinction coefficient describing the probability of collision in
a unit distance. When collision happens, the photon is either scattered or absorbed, so the extinction coefficient is broken down to scattering coefficient σs
and absorption coefficient σa :
σt = σa + σs ,

a=

σs
σt

where a is the probability of reflection and is called the albedo. If reflection
happens, the probability density of the reflected direction is defined by phase
function P (ω 0 , ω). In homogeneous media volume properties σt , σs , and P (ω 0 , ω)
?
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do not depend on position x. In inhomogeneous media these properties depend
on the actual position.
In case of measured data, material properties are usually stored in a 3D
voxel grid, and are assumed to be constant or linear between voxel centers. If
the diameter of the region represented by a voxel is ∆, then the total extinction
is worth representing by a new parameter, that is called the opacity:
α = 1 − e−σt ∆ ≈ σt ∆.

(2)

Radiance L(x, ω) can be expressed as a sum of two terms, the direct term
Ld that represents unscattered light, and the media term Lm that stands for the
light component that scattered at least once:
L(x, ω) = Ld (x, ω) + Lm (x, ω).
The direct term is reduced by out-scattering. The media term is not only
reduced by out-scattering, but also increased by in-scattering:
Z
dLm
= −σt Lm + σs (Ld + Lm ) P (ω 0 , ω) dω 0 .
ds
Ω0

Note that this equation can be re-written by considering the reflection of the
direct term as a volumetric source:
Z
dLm
= −σt Lm + σs Lm P (ω 0 , ω) dω 0 + Q(x, ω),
(3)
ds
Ω0

where the source intensity is
Z
Ld (x, ω 0 )P (ω 0 , ω) dω 0 .

Q(x, ω) = σs
Ω0

Cerezo et al. [2] classified algorithms solving the radiative transfer equation
as analytic, stochastic, and iterative.
Analytic techniques rely on simplifying assumptions, such as that the volume is homogeneous, and usually consider only the single scattering case [1, 11].
Jensen et al. [5] attacked the subsurface light transport by assuming that the
space is partitioned into two half spaces with homogeneous material and developed the dipole model. Narasimhan and Nayar [7] proposed a multiple scattering
model for optically thick homogeneous media and isotropic light source.
Stochastic methods apply Monte Carlo integration to solve the transport
problem [6, 4]. These methods are the most accurate but are far too slow in
interactive applications.
Iterative techniques need to represent the current radiance estimate that is
refined in each step. The radiance function is specified either by finite-elements,
using, for example, the zonal method [9], spherical harmonics [6], radial basis
functions [13], metaballs, or exploiting the particle system representation [12].
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Stam [10] introduced diffusion theory to compute energy transport. Here the
angular dependence of the radiance is approximated by a two-term expansion:
L(x, ω) ≈ L̃(x, ω) =

3
1
φ(x) +
E(x) · ω.
4π
4π

By enforcing the equality of the averages and the direction weighted averages of
the original and the approximated functions, respectively, we get the following
equations for fluence φ and vector irradiance E(x):
Z
Z
φ(x) = L(x, ω) dω,
E(x) = L(x, ω)ω dω.
Ω

Ω

Substituting this two-term expansion into the radiative transfer equation and
averaging it for all directions, we obtain the following diffusion equations:
∇φ(x) = −3σt0 E(x),

∇ · E(x) = −σa φ(x).

(4)

where σt is the reduced extinction coefficient:
Z
σt0 = σt − σs g, g = (ω 0 · ω)P (ω 0 · ω) dω 0 .
Ω0

Fig. 1. The outline of the algorithm. 1: The volume is defined on a grid. 2: An illumination network is established between the grid points. 3: Single scattering and
estimated multiple scattering are distributed from each light source. 4: The final media
term is obtained by iteration which corrects the errors of the estimation. 5: The image
is rendered by standard alpha blending.

This paper presents fast solution for the radiative transfer equation (Figure 1). We shall assume that the primary source of illumination is a single point
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light source in the origin of our coordinate system. More complex light sources
can be modeled by translation and superposition. Having obtained the initial
approximation, the final solution is computed by iteration on a GPU cluster.

2

Initial approximation

The unscattered light is reduced by out-scattering. As the source is in the origin,
the direct term is non-zero only for that direction which points from the origin
to the considered point. Let us consider a point at distance r on a beam started
at the source and having solid angle ∆Ω, and step on this beam by dr. As a
photon collides with the medium with probability σt (r)dr during the step, the
radiant intensity 1 Φ(r) at distance r satisfies the following equation
Φ(r + dr) = Φ(r) − σt (r)Φ(r) =⇒

dΦ(r)
= −σt (r)Φ(r).
dr

(5)

To compute the radiance intensity ray marching is executed. As ray marching
proceeds taking steps ∆ increasing distance r, material property σt are fetched
at the sample location, and state variable Φ(r) is updated according to the
numerical quadrature, resulting in the following iteration formula:
Φ(r + ∆) = Φ(r)e−σt (r)∆ ,

(6)

The radiance is the power per differential solid angle and differential area. In
our beam the power is the product of radiant intensity Φ(r) and solid angle ∆Ω.
On the other hand, the solid angle in which the source is visible equals to zero,
which introduces a Dirac delta in the radiance formula. The area at distance r
grows as ∆A = ∆Ωr2 . Thus, the direct radiance is
Ld (x, ω) =

I(r)∆Ω
Φ(r)
δ(ω − ω x ) = 2 δ(ω − ω x ),
2
∆Ωr
r

(7)

where r = |x| is the distance and ω x = x/|x| is the direction of point x from
the source.
2.1

Approximation for the total radiance

The total radiance is initially approximated by assuming that the medium is
homogeneous. In this case, the fluence depends just on distance r and vector
irradiance E(x) has the direction of the given point, that is E(x) = E(r)ω x .
Expressing the divergence operator in spherical coordinates, we get:
∇ · E(x) = ∇ · (E(r)ω x ) =
1

1 ∂(r2 E(r))
.
r2
∂r

The radiant intensity is the power per solid angle
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Thus, the scalar versions of the diffusion equations are:
1 d(r2 E(r))
= −σa φ(r).
r2
dr

dφ(r)
= −3σt0 E(r),
dr

(8)

This differential equation can be solved analytically:
φ(r) = 3σt0 Φ0
where σe =

3

p

e−σe r
,
r

E(r) = Φ0

e−σe r
(σe r + 1) .
r2

(9)

3σa σt0 is the effective transport coefficient.

Refinement of the initial solution by iteration

At the end of the approximate distribution we have good estimates for the direct
term Ld and volumetric source
Z
Φ(r)
Q(x, ω) = σs Ld (x, ω 0 )P (ω 0 , ω) dω 0 = 2 σs P (ω x , ω),
r
Ω0

and probably less accurate estimates for the total radiance
L(x, ω) ≈

1
3
φ(x) +
E(x)(ω x · ω).
4π
4π

Thus, we can accept direct term Ld , but the media term Lm = L − Ld needs
further refinement. We use an iteration scheme to make the media term more
accurate, which is based on equation 3, but considers only the voxel centers. The
incoming medium radiance arriving at voxel p from direction ω is denoted by
(p)
(p)
Im (ω). Similarly, the outgoing medium radiance is denoted by Lm (ω). Using
these notations, the discretized version of equation 3 at voxel p is:
Z
p
p
(ω 0 )P p (ω 0 , ω) dω 0 + Qp (ω).
(10)
(ω) + αp ap Im
Lpm (ω) = (1 − αp )Im
Ω0

The incoming radiance of a voxel is equal to the outgoing radiance of another
voxel that is the neighbor in the given direction, or it is set explicitly by the
boundary conditions. Since in the discretized model a voxel has just finite number
of neighbors, the in-scattering integral can also be replaced by a finite sum:
Z
I p (ω 0 )P p (ω 0 , ω) dω 0 ≈
Ω0

D
4π X p 0 p 0
I (ω d )P (ω d , ω).
D
d=1

where D is the number of neighbors, which are in directions ω 01 , . . . , ω 0D with
respect to the given voxel. The number of neighbors depends on the structure
of the grid. In a conventional Cartesian Cubic grid a grid point has 6 neighbors.
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Fig. 2. Structure of the Face Centered Cubic Grid. Grid points are the voxel corners,
voxel centers, and the centers of the voxel faces. Here every grid point has 12 neighbors,
all at the same distance.

In a so called Body Centered Cubic grid [3] a voxel has 8 neighboring voxels
that share a face, which still seems to be too small to approximate a directional
integral. Thus, it is better to use a Face Centered Cubic grid (FCC grid) [8],
where each voxel has D = 12 neighbors (Figure 2).
Note that unknown radiance values appear both on the left and the right
sides of the discretized transfer equation. If we have an estimate of radiance
values (and consequently, of incoming radiance values), then these values can be
inserted into the formula of the right side and a new estimate of the radiance
can be provided. Iteration keeps repeating this step. If the process is convergent,
then in the limiting case the formula would not alter the radiance values, which
are therefore the roots of the equation. The convergence of this iteration is
guaranteed if the albedo is less than 1, which is always the case for physically
plausible materials.

4

Implementation

The system has been implemented on a 5 node HP Scalable Visualization Array
(SVA), where each node is equipped with an NVIDIA GeForce 8800 GTX GPU,
programmed under CUDA. The nodes are interconnected by Infiniband. The
performance measures are shown by Table 1.
The tasks are distributed by subdividing the volume along one axis and each
node is responsible for both the radiative transfer simulation and the rendering
of its associated subvolume. The images rendered by the nodes are composited
by the ParaComp library. MPI communication between the nodes is needed to
exchange the solutions at the boundary layer of the subvolumes. Note that it
is not necessary to exchange the boundary layers after every iteration. If the
frequency of the exchanges is smaller, then the convergence of the iteration is
slowed down but we can save communication time. Thus, the number of iterations done by the nodes between boundary layer exchanges should be specified
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by finding an optimal compromise, which depends on the relative computation
and communications speeds.
The initial radiance distribution, which takes just the time of a single iteration, is not parallelized. The iteration, visualization, and image compositing are
executed in a distributed way.
Nodes
Initial Iteration Visualization
2
30 ms
29 ms
19 ms
3
30 ms
28 ms
15 ms
4
30 ms
26 ms
12 ms
Table 1. Performance figures with respect to the number of nodes when boundary
conditions are exchanged after each iteration step. The volume is a 128 × 128 × 64
grid. The resolution of the screen is 600 × 600. “Initial” time is needed by the initial
radiance distribution, “Iteration” is the time of a single iteration cycle, “Visualization”
is needed by the final ray casting and compositing the partial images.

We can observe that the visualization scales well with the introduction of new
nodes but simulation time improves just moderately when boundary conditions
are exchanged in each iteration. The explanation is that on a smaller grid the
communication becomes the bottleneck. This bottleneck can be eliminated by
exchanging the boundary conditions less frequently. This reduces the speed of
convergence, so we trade communication overhead for GPU computation power.
Figures 3 and 4 show the evolution of the results during different stages of
the algorithm.

5

Conclusions

This paper proposed a simple but effective method to distribute the scattered
radiance caused by point light sources. Actually, a modified ray marching algorithm is executed that transports both the direct term and the two-term expansion of the diffusion term. The quick initial solution is used as a good guess
for iterative refinement or a main part for main part separation type Monte
Carlo methods. Our iteration scheme is particularly appropriate for distributed
implementation since by reducing the frequency of the boundary condition exchanges, an optimal compromise can found between the computation cost and
the communication overhead. Without this trick, the high performance GPUs
would quickly make communication the bottleneck.
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